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Original Novel Indiegogo Campaign

Overview
The first of many to come, “intricacies are just cracks in the wall” is Sarah Henry’s very first publication. A 
collection of poetry that follows the arch of Cassidy’s abuse, recovery, and revival, the book handles topics 
of mental illness, relational abuse, and feminist recovery with grace and raw authenticity.
Short Summary
My name is Sarah and I always knew I wanted to be an author; however, it took me until my sophomore 
year of college to realize that I had a story worth writing about. 

This novel carries weight that I don’t believe other works do because it is intended to help victims of abuse 
know they are not alone, familiarize individuals who don’t know anything about relational abuse with the 
pain and inescapability that it causes, and show individuals suffering with mental illness that happy endings 
are hard, but possible.

Too many works of media today refuse to admit that last part.

What We Need & What You Get
This is the first opportunity people have to purchase the published book. Each copy will be signed, and 
there are various levels of exciting swag to accompany the book to celebrate its launch. This is a celebration 
and I want you to be a part of it!

The best part? Shipping is absolutely 100% free (within the US, sorry international supporters!).



The Impact
I made the book as inexpensive as possible because I want as many people as possible to experience Cassidy’s 
story for themselves. I think this is a story worth sharing. And I want you to be a part of it.

Risks & Challenges
Being an author is indescribably hard work. And in return, you make almost no money. In the words of John 
Mulaney, “I am very small and I have no money. So you can imagine the kind of stress that I am under.”

Everyone looks at J.K. Rowling and sees someone who became a billionaire just off her literature alone and 
don’t realize that next to her there are billions of authors who work one, two, three jobs just to survive in 
order to keep writing. I’m a freelance photographer, videographer, copy writer, and editor just to get by. I 
would love to be able to devote more time to writing and developing my own novels, but it’s just not possible 
right now. 

By supporting this campaign, I am more likely to be able to get this book into stores in front of more people. 
I’ll be able to do book signings and hopefully spread Cassidy’s story to the readers who need to hear her words.

Other Ways You Can Help
If you just don’t have the $15 to spare, I understand! I’m rocking that starving artist life, too. Please share this 
campaign and like Still Poetry Photography on Facebook and Instagram to keep up with all the amazing things 
I’m doing in the future.
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